


Course Description Handbook

This booklet has been prepared to guide you in selecting courses for the academic year.  We
ask that both parents and students study this booklet carefully and make intelligent decisions.

Equal Education Opportunity

It is the policy of the Wapsie Valley Community School District not to discriminate on the basis of
race, color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, creed, age (for employment), marital status
(for programs), sexual orientation, gender identity and socioeconomic status (for programs) in its
educational program and its employment practices. There is a grievance procedure for
processing complaints of discrimination. If you have questions or a grievance related to this
policy please contact TJ Murphy, 2535 Viking Avenue, Fairbank, Iowa, 319-638-6711 or
tmurphy@wapsievalleyschools.org. Inquiries may also be directed in writing to the Director of
Region VII Office of Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education, 10220 North Executive Hills
Blvd., 8th Floor, Kansas City, MO 64153-1367, (816) 891-8156, or the Iowa Department of
Education, Grimes State Office Building, Des Moines, IA, 50319-0146, (515) 281-5294.

The Board requires all persons, agencies, vendors, contractors and other persons and
organizations doing business with or performing services for the school district to subscribe to
all applicable federal and state laws, executive orders, rules and regulations pertaining to
contract compliance and equal opportunity.

Course Changes
Changes should be made prior to the start of the semester. Minor course changes are allowed
during the first three days of the semester.  After the start of the semester, permission must be
received from the counselor, the parents, and the involved teachers.

In very rare special circumstances students may withdraw from a semester course before the
end of the 1st or 3rd quarters. A “WP” (withdrawn passing ) or “WF” (withdrawn failing ) will be
recorded on the student’s transcript. The student must be enrolled in six other full time classes
at the time of the withdrawal.  To receive this privilege, students will need to be granted
permission from the counselor, the principal, the teacher, and parents. Students also need to be
aware that a “WF” carries the same penalties as an “F:” under No Pass- No Play guidelines.

Graduation Requirements
Be certain you are meeting the Wapsie Valley High School graduation requirements!
Remember it is YOUR responsibility to have the courses and credits necessary to graduate.

A class that meets five days per week, equals one credit.  Physical education is worth .50
credits per semester. A student must be enrolled in at least six full time classes.  All students
must take and pass eight semesters of physical education, unless they are excused for a
medical reason or reasons approved by the administration.
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Students must successfully complete the courses required by the board and Iowa Department
of Education in order to graduate. The following credits will be required:
Department requirements:

● Language Arts: 8 credits
● Science: 6 credits
● Mathematics: 6 credits
● Social Studies: 6 credits
● Physical Education 2 credits (each semester of high school)
● Health 1 Credit
● Life Skills 1 Credit
● Electives: Credit to complete graduation total
● Total: 50 credits

Planning for College Admission
If you plan to attend a four-year college you should review the following information carefully.
Requirements will vary, but this is a common plan. See the counselor for specific requirements.
Science – 3 years/6 semesters (To include at least Biology and Chemistry or Physics)
English/Language Arts – 4 years/8 semesters
Math – 3 years/6 semesters (To include; Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II)
Social Studies – 3 years/6 semesters (requirements vary, but align well with the WVHS plan)
Foreign Language – Requirements for foreign language vary widely, however planning for 2
Years/4 semesters would be a good proactive plan.

Early Graduation
When graduation is desired before a student has completed 8 semesters of high school, a
request form is to be filed with the counselor, principal, and superintendent at least 1 semester
in advance of that time. Final approval can only be given by action of the Wapsie Valley School
Board. Any student desiring to graduate early must submit in writing their reason for graduation,
and an approved scheduling/course plan developed by the WVHS counselor or principal.
Generally, such graduation will be limited to students requesting advanced placement in a
college or vocational school. Early graduation for the school year must be approved by (or
preferably before July of your junior year) the Wapsie Valley Board of Education meeting.
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Agricultural Education (CTE)
General Information for all courses in Agricultural Education: The Agricultural Education
Curricula is designed to increase awareness of agriculture and the impact of this sector to our
economy.  Teamwork and individual projects are practiced in each course.  Leadership,
cooperation and many job seeking, job keeping skills are practiced throughout the curricula.

Agriculture I
1 Semester
Grade: 9
Prerequisites: None
The Agriculture 1 course introduces students to career opportunities in the science of
agriculture. Students will acquire leadership, communication, and recordkeeping skills. The
course will cover the surface of animal science, plant science, natural resources, and
horticulture and could lead into students taking another upper level Ag. class. Items in this class
will go along with the Curriculum for Agricultural Science Curriculum (CASE).

Agriculture II
1 Semester
Grade: 10
Prerequisites: Agriculture I
This is a class that will cover the fundamentals of agronomy.  The focus will begin with the basis
of life sustainability: this would be soil.  All life needs soil to live and survive. With soil science
and land conservation, we will also dive into plant production and plant science. Now as
humans, we cannot survive unless plants live. In agriculture, both soil and plant life are
interrelated and thus we have agronomy and the importance of all the specifics that come along
with this study.

Agronomy
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11,12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
Agronomy is the leading focus for how American Agriculture is able to put food on plates as well
as products to a growing population. This class will study major crops in Iowa and focus on
different efficiencies on growing those crops. We will seek to understand how efficiency plays a
role in farming commercial crops. Agronomists always try to find what may be causing a
limitation of a crop not exceeding its true potential and we will come to understand that insects,
weeds, and diseases can affect a plants overall health. This class will also work hand-in-hand
with our local test plot next to the High School.
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Animal Science
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
The  Animal Science course will take a specific look at specific animal systems and how science
is used to increase production in the dairy, meat livestock, and equine industries. We will take
an in-depth look of the different biological systems within these livestock species. Some topics
that will be discussed and covered are: Animal Science Industry, Careers Opportunities, Safety
and Biosecurity, Anatomy and Physiology, Nutrition and Feeding, Genetics, Animal
Reproduction, and Breeding Systems, Dairy and meat animal (beef, swine, sheep, goat, poultry)
Identification, Production, and Management, Companion Animal Care, Livestock Evaluation.

Agriculture Business
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
This class is to introduce agriculture from a financial position in a variety of ways. It will take an
in-depth look at how to set up a proper income statement, setting goals, understanding how to
properly budget for college, and preparation for future business opportunities. This class will
also work hand-in-hand with the Senior Trip to the Chicago Board of Trades and be in charge of
the financial side of the fundraising. Ag. Business will also use some of the curriculum using the
GrainBridge program where each student will be able to independently run their own
agribusiness. Lastly, this class has the potential to lead into forming a Farm Business
Management Team for the FFA State Contest in April.

Precision Agriculture
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
This is a class where hands-on technical skills are to be learned throughout many facets in the
agriculture industry. This class will be heavily based on the topic of Ag Mechanics and trades
within this area.  Agricultural mMechanics has been fundamental to the development of the ag
industry in this country. Much of the efficiency of American producers is due to the innovations in
mechanics. As further advances are made in the role of mechanics in agriculture will be as
prominent in the future as it has been in the past. Precision Agriculture will be the leading future
where technology is going to be at the forefront of this industry.
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Horticulture
1 Semester
Grade: 10,11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
One of the most rapidly growing areas in the field of agriculture is that of horticulture. This new
found interest is due in large part to an increasing awareness by the general public, as people
look inwardly at a need to be closer to nature and outwardly at a world in which efficient
methods of food production and conservation of land are increasingly important. In this class,
we will dive into what a plant needs, what plants are, and how our world revolves around proper
management of plants. We will spend extensive time out in the greenhouse learning and
researching how a plant lives in a sustainable environment.

Conservation/Natural Resources
1 Semester
Grade: 10,11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
This is a class that is ideal for hunters, outdoor enthusiasts, and environmentalists alike.
Students are guided through environmental science by considering the four main causes of
extinction. Students could spend a lot of time outdoors conducting tests, measuring ecosystem
health, and assessing the quality of different wildlife habitats depending on weather and class
situations. Students learn to identify invasive species, set game limits, and determine the
sources of pollution. There is potential to make your own fishing rods and even attend an animal
necropsy lab.

Independent Agriculture
1 Semester
Grade: 11, 12
Prerequisites: Agriculture I, Agriculture II
This is a class that will cover the fundamentals of agronomy.  The focus will begin with the basis
of life sustainability: this would be soil.  All life needs soil to live and survive. With soil science
and land conservation, we will also dive into plant production and plant science. Now as
humans, we cannot survive unless plants live. In agriculture, both soil and plant life are
interrelated and thus we have agronomy and the importance of all the specifics that come along
with this study.

Senior Seminar
1 Semester
Grade:12 (Instructor Approval)
Prerequisites: Senior in FFA
This class is for seniors who are seeking to gain more knowledge and application in FFA.
Seniors will be participating in proficiencies, degrees, record-keeping, contest focus, and most
importantly scholarship applications. The main purpose is to increase success in the Wapsie
Valley FFA Chapter portion of the Agriculture Education 3-circle model. With philanthropies and
fundraisers consistently in occurrence, Seniors in this class will help keep the traditions and
their legacies alive by putting in effort to have successful events in the FFA Chapter.
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ART
Basic Art
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: None
*This class is required to take any other Art courses
Basic Art is a beginning art course designed for students wanting to improve their artistic ability;
it will help students become more observant, increase their creative thinking, expand students'
problem-solving skills, as well as, expand their understanding of art and its concepts.  Students
will learn new skills, techniques and experience a variety of tools and materials.  Students with
all levels of ability will be successful in this course with the desire to improve through hard work
and dedication.  This class is designed to expose you to a variety of artmaking processes,
including drawing, painting and three dimensional construction methods.

Drawing
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art
*This class is required in order to take Painting
This course will focus on improving your drawing ability. Techniques in graphite, charcoal and
chalk pastel, pen and ink, colored pencil and marker will be covered.  Students will be
challenged with the processes of portraiture, perspective drawing, as well as, surface
treatments to enhance their drawings.

Mixed Media
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art
This course is designed to expose students to creating artwork using multiple art making
supplies together.  For example, creating a watercolor painting with pencil and marker drawing
on the top to create extra details and visual interest. Students will experience drawing, painting,
and sculptural techniques and processes.

Painting
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art and Drawing
This course will focus on improving  students' painting ability.  Students will be exposed to
techniques in watercolor and acrylic painting.  Students will also gain a better understanding of
composition, color mixing and concepts for achieving desired artistic effects on a variety of
painting surfaces.
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Ceramics I
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art
*This class is required in order to take Ceramics II
This course is designed to ease students into the ceramic construction process.  Pinch pot, coil,
slab, throwing pottery on the potter’s wheel and other handbuilding techniques will be covered.
Students will also learn glazing techniques, such as proper application, wax resist and glaze
layering.

Ceramics II
1 Semester
Grades: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art & Ceramics I
This course is designed to improve students' ability to work with clay.  Construction techniques
that will be revisited are pinch pot, coil,  slab, throwing pottery on the potter’s wheel and other
handbuilding.  Students will also learn more advanced techniques for creating visually pleasing,
functional pottery like sgraffito, image transferring, wax resist, relief carving, carving, colored slip
application and a variety of unique ways to apply and manipulate glazes.

Advanced Art:
1 Semester
Grades: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art and at least 3 Intermediate art classes
Advanced Art is designed to fulfill the needs of the serious art student, especially one who is
interested in an art related career.  By this time, the serious art student will have developed a
preference for certain art making processes and be ready to take on new challenges and
self-directed projects.  Therefore, this course's content may include specialized work from any of
the intermediate classes.  Lessons will be chosen with students personal art making interests in
mind.
New Requirement: Students in Advanced Art will be spending time working with and teaching
art lessons to elementary students…  Students will be taking class time to develop elementary
art lessons with Mrs. Faust’s guidance to teach art to elementary students in our district.
Students will be writing lessons, preparing materials and teaching or demonstrating the lesson
for elementary classes.
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2D Art
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Basic Art, Drawing
This course is designed to increase students' ability to create artwork using what they see,
instead of what they believe what they believe something should look like.  Students will
experience realistic drawing, painting, mixed media, stamping, weaving, collage, image transfer
and printmaking on a variety of surfaces.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION(CTE)
Life Skills
1 Semester
Required Elective
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
This course is required for graduation. This course is a basic introduction to personal choices
from careers to money management. Topics will include the main concepts of real life decisions
they will face after high school. In this class, students will explore career planning by identifying
interests and applying them to the world of work. Students will learn about themselves, income
management, and job satisfaction. Students will identify important skills needed to find and
maintain a job and be independent after high school. These skills include finding available
housing, working with a budget, learning about credit/debit and reading a paycheck as well as
an introduction to taxes and insurance.

Intro to Business
1 Semester
Grade: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: None
This course will introduce students to the different areas of business – Management, Human
Resources, Marketing, Technology, Production/Operations, and Finance and others. It will also
allow students to look into possible career paths. Business is involved in all careers in some
way or another and we’ll explore what business means and how it applies to the students’
futures. It builds the perfect foundation for any person wanting to be a professional in the
business world and prepares students for further studies in business and life.

CAPS(Center for Advanced Professional Studies)
1 Semester
Grades 11 and 12
Prerequisite: Instructor Approval. College Course.
CAPS is a collaboration between business, community and education to provide students with
professional experiences while developing the local workforce. The cornerstones of the program
are innovation, problem solving, career exploration, and professional skills. Students work
outside of the high school and are fully immersed into a professional environment where they
work on value added projects from businesses and organizations throughout the Cedar Valley
and beyond. Our mission at CAPS is to prepare all students for their purpose. Student
associates work off campus for 2 hours a day, every day of the week.
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Human Resources
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to Business, Professional Development
This course is the next step in being successful in the world. Human Resources is in every job
students could decide to focus on. After having spent time working on their own strengths and
weaknesses in the Professional Development course, they will be better prepared not only to
work with other people from different backgrounds and lifestyles, but also give them the ability to
lead at work. We’ll work on how to interact with co-workers, employers, employees and
customers to better prepare for overcoming obstacles and finding compromises. Some of the
main duties of Human Resource managers include interviewing potential employees, training
newly hired employees and leading professional development within the organization.

Yearbook Production:
2 Semesters
Grades: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Teacher approval
This course explores creating and publishing our annual yearbook.  Students make decisions
and artistic choices for that year’s yearbook.  Students get experience in photography: capturing
action shots, portrait photos, creating and interviewing peers and writing descriptive photo
captions.  In addition, students communicate with local businesses to seek sponsorship and
advertise for their businesses.  Self motivation is necessary since the course is run more like a
business.  Deadlines are hard and there is no opportunity for reassessment since the deadlines
are set by our publishing company.  This course may be taken more than once for credit;
second and third year students will be handling more editorial, accounting and other leadership
positions for the yearbook.  This course is a year long course.

Professional Development
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to Business
This course will allow students to dive into their personal strengths and weaknesses and
connect them to careers to help develop future plans. In order to be successful in the world,
students must be able to develop a good work ethic and learn to be committed to the decisions
they make. However, if the students are working towards a path that is working against their
natural abilities and talents, they will struggle to find what they want to do and stick with it.
Students will develop skills in order to be responsible for career and life choices through an
introspective look at one’s passion, education, and lifestyle. These skills include: writing
application letters and resumes, interviewing with a prospective employer, behavior in the
workplace setting, etc.
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Marketing, Sales, Promotions
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to Business
This course focuses on the use of marketing in a new career opportunity with real world projects
and community involvement. The class will focus on the essentials of marketing including
research, segmentation, pricing, licensing, and communication channels (advertising, sales
promotion, publicity) by applying these concepts to the world of movies, sports, music, theater,
and other entertainment fields. The course is designed to orient students about basic marketing
concepts, information, and techniques. The course contains valuable information that will
develop personal selling skills and introduce students to product planning, placement, pricing,
and advertising/promotion. There will be group and individual project work.
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ENGLISH
All students are required to take English I and English II as freshmen and sophomores, for
which they will earn 4 credits. The remaining 4 credits will be earned through electives. Each
student is required to take one literature and one writing class. The other two credits can be
decided by the student. The following classes are offered:
1.) Literature:  American Literature, World Literature, Contemporary Literature, or Introduction to
Literature (high school & college credit)
2.) Writing:  Technical Communications, Communications, The Art of Critiquing, Written
Communication I, Composition I, and Composition II (high school and college credit).
Supplies: Pencils, Highlighter (2), Sticky Notes (3 pads), Notecards (1 package)

English I
2 Semesters
Grade: 9
Required for WVHS Graduation
This year-long course integrates reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  Students will read
class and independent novels, write essays, construct projects, and participate in various
speaking situations.

English II
2 Semesters
Grade: 10
Required for WVHS Graduation. Prerequisite: English I
This year-long course integrates reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Students will read
class and independent novels, write a formal research paper, and participate in formal speaking
opportunities. First semester required. Second semester students are required to take either
English II or Written Communications and Mass Media I.

Literature electives: Students are required to take at least one literature elective for
graduation.

1005 American Literature:
The one-semester course focuses on a variety of writings from famous American authors of the
past, as well as contemporary writers. Students will read short stories, novels, and watch a
theatrical performance of a popular historical musical. Skills will focus on discussion, annotation,
and analysis, and reflection.

1006 World Literature:
World Literature is a one-semester course designed for students to read, analyze,and respond
to literature produced by authors from all over the world. Students will examine fiction and
non-fiction in short stories, novels, articles, poetry, and essays to analyze different cultures and
recognize universal themes.
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Modern Literature:
This one-semester course will offer a range of novels focused on contemporary issues facing
teens. This class will frequently hold “book club” style discussions reflecting upon themes and
ideas in the novels, so reading outside of class will be required. In addition, students will be
expected to write and communicate a variety of ways.

LIT101 Introduction to Literature: College-Level Course: Required Accuplacer Score
This one-semester course studies multiple literary forms and genres. Students will be introduced
to literary terminology, analysis and interpretation of literature, and a variety of authors and
literary styles. Instruction will emphasize the process of reading to develop and interpret
meaning and classroom discussions encouraging students to share interpretations. Students
will also respond to literature through informal and formal written assignments that foster skill in
analysis and interpretation.

Writing Electives: Students are required to take at least one writing elective for
graduation.

1008 Technical Communications:
This one-semester course is designed for real-life writing skills. Students will review grammar
skills, research careers, compose a scholarship essay, participate in a job unit which includes
creating a resume and cover letter, and review communication etiquette in the workplace.
Reading will be tied to non-fictional pieces and podcasts geared to real life.

Communications:
Communications is a one-semester course designed to build students' confidence in expressing
themselves.  Rather than just focusing on formal speeches, this class will be more
contemporary with team-based discussions and learning opportunities realistic to everyday
experiences. They will learn techniques essential to effective verbal and nonverbal
communication and improve listening skills.  Writing will be utilized to organize effective thinking
needed for communicating in the real world.   Students will use the writing process for growth.
Students will give feedback to peers, as well as critique and reflect on their learning.

The Art of Critiquing:
This one-semester course will focus on critiquing a variety of genres including but not limited to
food, movies, music, books, and podcasts. Students will also learn how to provide quality
feedback to their peers.

1902A Written Communication-Media I:
This is a one-semester course in which students will study newspapers, journalistic writing,
interviewing skills, and newspaper layout and design. Students in this class will write articles for
The Pinicon and TP Times. Self-motivation and the ability to meet deadlines are important to the
class, which is run like a business environment.
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1904A Written Communication-Media II:
This one-semester course will be run like an authentic newsroom environment in which the
students will be responsible for all aspects of running The Pinicon and TP Times Students will
be expected to contribute to the paper weekly, and they will also be responsible for making
decisions regarding content, layout and design, publication schedules, establishing and
monitoring deadlines, and copy editing.

ENG105A Composition I:
College Level Course: Required Accuplacer Scores
This one-semester course emphasizes fluency, thesis-driven organization, the use of supporting
details, and research techniques. Writing is approached as a recursive process that includes
prewriting strategies, drafting, revising, and editing. The course helps students shape writing to
serve readers' needs and define a sense of purpose in their writing. It also gives students
strategies for reading college-level material.

ENG106B Composition II:
College Level Course: Required Accuplacer Scores
Prerequisite: Comp I
This one semester course aims to review and extend writing principles learned in Composition 1
to analytical, argumentative, and research-based writing. This course emphasizes critical
reading, evaluation, and precise and responsible source citation.
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE(CTE)
Introduction to Family and Consumer Science
2 Semesters
Grade: 9,10,11,12
Prerequisite: None
Note:  Due to the nature of this class, the student will be provided with a list of materials
that will need to be purchased to be utilized during instruction throughout the school
year.
Intro to Family and Consumer Sciences teaches you the careers and skills needed to learn
about opportunities in the human services pathway, where the focus is on helping others and
improving the lives of individuals, families, and communities. Sample topics covered are family,
interpersonal relationships, food and nutrition, sewing skills, and more. Topics covered also help
with the transition to adulthood, such as food safety and laundry and clothing care.

Sewing Essentials
2 Semesters
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Introduction to Family and Consumer Science; Preference will be given to
academic performance in Intro to FCS
Note:  Due to the nature of this class, the student will be provided with a list of materials
that will need to be purchased to be utilized during instruction throughout the school
year.
This course is designed around the operation and use of sewing machines.  Students will learn
beginning to more advanced sewing skills and techniques to create different types of projects.
Students will complete a variety of independent projects to demonstrate their understanding of
different skills in sewing.
Students must pass the first semester to take the second semester.

Foods & Nutrition
2 Semesters
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Introduction to Family and Consumer Science; Preference will be given to
academic performance in Intro to FCS
This course is designed for students to learn new cooking skills and techniques while operating
the Warrior Way Cafe.  The students will learn various preparation techniques, cooking
methods, and utilize various cooking tools, devices, and appliances.  Students will have many
opportunities to interact and work cooperatively with others. Students need to demonstrate
strong food preparation skills and leadership qualities.
Students must pass the first semester to take the second semester.
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Child Development
1 Semester
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Intro to FCS or Instructor/Counselor approval
This is a semester course designed to help students understand relationships, parenting, and
the development of the child from conception to childhood. Information discussed will cover the
signs and stages of pregnancy, factors that affect fetal development, nutrition for pregnant
women and children at different ages, and the physical, intellectual, emotional, and social
development of infants to school age children.

Housing & Interior Design (coming spring 2022)
1 Semester
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Intro to FCS or Instructor/Counselor approval
Note:  Due to the nature of this class, the student will be provided with a list of materials
that will need to be purchased to be utilized during instruction throughout the school
year.
This class will cover basic and introductory knowledge about interior design.  Students will learn
about the significance of the interior design career, learn about the elements and principles of
design and how they relate to residential homes and commercial buildings, explore color theory,
use space planning skills to arrange furniture and furnishings, and will explore functionality and
purpose behind design.  There will also be an emphasis on maintaining the health, safety, and
well-being of occupants while designing, arranging, and creating residential and commercial
buildings.

Designing with Cutting Machines
1 Semester
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Intro to FCS or Instructor/Counselor approval
Note:  Due to the nature of this class, the student will be provided with a list of materials
that will need to be purchased to be utilized during instruction throughout the school
year.
Students will explore how to use a cutting machine to create small and big projects.  Students
will use a design program to create graphics that can be cut onto paper, cardstock, vinyl, and
other materials to be transferred onto greeting cards, coffee mugs, t-shirts, and more.  Different
tools and machines will be used throughout the course such as a weeder, scraper, heat press,
quilling tool, and trimmers. Students will explore using a cutting machine as an entrepreneurial
path and create their own crafting business.  Students will learn about current events in the
class relating to copyright infringement when designing and crafting products, costs of a craft
business, and other relevant topics.
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Mental Health Across the Lifespan
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to Family and Consumer Sciences I & II
This class will cover the stigma of mental illness, understanding mental health and mental
illness, information on specific mental illnesses, the experience of mental illness, how to seek
help and support with a mental illness, and the importance of positive mental health.  It will
cover a range of mental health conditions that can arise from adolescence to adulthood.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY(CTE)
All Industrial Technology courses are designed around a philosophy of providing students with a
wide variety of skills and work ethics directly related to the workplace.  The curriculum regularly
incorporates rigorous and relevant exercises involving Math, Science, Language Arts,
problem–solving, and critical thinking, providing students with experience, practice, and
application of skills for success with continued learning after high school.

Introduction to Industrial Technology
2 Semesters
Grade: 9,10,11,12
Prerequisite: None
Introduction to Industrial Technology is a year-long course that gives the student exposure to
and fundamental experience in Drafting, Computer-Aided Design (C.A.D.),
Woodworking/Manufacturing Methods, and Power Mechanics. Note: This course is a
prerequisite class (required for entry) for Advanced Woodworking.

Research and Development
1 Semester
Grade: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to IT,  Intro to Manufacturing, Advanced Manufacturing
This is a capstone class for the Industrial Technology curriculum. Students can apply their
knowledge in a field of woods, metals, computer-aided design, or other instructor-approved
subjects to create a project that is designed, built, and tested by the student. The student will
have had to take Intro to Manufacturing as well as Metalworking, CAD, or Advanced
Manufacturing to take this class.

Home Maintenance and Repair
1 Semester
Grade: 11,12
Prerequisite: Intro to IT
Students will learn basic home maintenance skills for a life outside of their parent’s/s’
household. We will discuss basic framing, electrical, and plumbing principals. Projects will vary,
but as a class, we will work on a number of things for the school that relate to our curriculum.

Metalworking
1 Semester
Grade: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to IT, Intro to Manufacturing
Students will learn basic welding skills in GMAW, SMAW, and oxy-acetylene processes. They
will also learn precision measuring tools and use them as they relate to basic machining
processes using a vertical mill and an engine lathe. Computer-aided design will be incorporated
into the use of a computer-numerical controlled plasma cutter and some simple CNC concepts
will be covered. Introduction to Manufacturing is a prerequisite for this class.
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Introduction to Manufacturing
1 Semester
Grade: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to IT
Students will learn about the history of manufacturing and how it’s evolution has determined
how it is today. Many different processes and branches of manufacturing will be discussed, as
well as materials, and general rules. Safety tests will need to be completed and students will
determine, as a class, a wood product of their own to mass produce and sell for a profit. A
portion of the proceeds will go toward a pizza celebration for our success, while the rest will help
provide more tools for the industrial technology lab. Introduction to Industrial Technology is a
prerequisite for this class.

CAD Design I
1 Semester
Grade: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Intro to IT, Instructor approval
This course develops skills in the operation of computer-aided design, computer-aided
machining, and robotics systems. Problem-solving experiences are designed to prepare
students for entry-level employment or further education in the areas of machining,
manufacturing, graphic design/drafting, robotics, or engineering. Entry into this class is limited
and will be determined by interview with serious students.
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MATHEMATICS
If a student fails the second semester of a year course the student will be expected to re enroll
in the first semester the following year to review the curriculum.  General credit will be given for
the retake

Algebra I
2 Semesters
Grade: 9,10,11
Required elective (unless taken in the 8th Grade)
Algebra is designed to give students a solid foundation in basic algebraic concepts and skills.
Also highlighted in the course are some of the key areas of introductory geometry, basic logic,
and introductory trigonometry.

Algebra Concepts
2 Semesters
Grade: 9,10
Required elective if not enrolled in Algebra I or 21st Century Skills Math
Algebra Concepts introduces students to Algebra. Students will gain skills in basic algebra
concepts.  The course will include connections to algebra with real world relevance, as well as
solving linear equations and their applications.

Geometry
2 Semesters
Grade: 9,10,11,12
Prerequisite: Algebra I
Geometry acquaints students with the ideas of proof, logic, triangles, and circles, and helps
them appreciate the relationship among geometric forms that occur constantly in their
environment. The course work emphasizes solving problems with triangles, angles, and circles.
A student must make diagrams, organize proofs, and apply geometric theories to solve real
world problems.

Algebra II
2 Semesters
Grade: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Algebra I & Geometry
The course extends concepts learned in Algebra and Geometry. The course focuses on
inequalities, functions, mathematical systems, polynomials, roots, conic sections, and
logarithms.
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Pre-Calculus
2 Semesters
Grade: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Algebra II
The course is targeted for the college bound student looking for a career that requires strong
math and science skills. The course content includes various types of functions, inequalities,
analytic geometry, exponents and logarithms, trigonometry, series, and the complex number
system.

Consumer Mathematics
2 Semester
Grade:12
Prerequisite: General Math
Consumer Mathematics is a one year course of consumer and business related mathematics.
Basic arithmetic fundamentals and problem solving skills are integrated into the consumer and
business world. Basic topics range from credit, owning a small business, banking, and many
other consumer related items.

Vocational Math
1 Semester
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: General Math
Vocational math is a class for seniors, which centers around applications of geometric and
algebraic concepts to vocations such as HVAC, agriculture, diesel mechanics and more.

AP Calculus
2 Semesters
Grade: 12
Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus and Department Approval
Calculus is a year long class geared for college bound seniors. Topics covered include limits,
derivatives, integrals, and transcendental functions. Students have the option of taking an
Advanced Placement test at the end of the year which may earn them college credit. Most
4-year college degrees now required a course in Applied Calculus. This course will be a good
introduction to these types of courses.
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MUSIC
Concert Choir (Senior High Choir)
2 Semesters
Grade: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: None
Concert Choir is a year long course open to all 9-12 grade students. The course focuses on
teaching students to sing with pedagogically sound vocal technique, building a knowledge base
in music theory and music history, as well as an appreciation for all genres of music. Concert
Choir studies and performs a great variety of music, ranging from Classical pieces to Broadway
musicals, from American popular music and spirituals to a cappella madrigals, as well as
multicultural music. Concert Choir performs at a variety of concerts throughout the year,
including a fall concert and a variety show. Concert Choir participates in the NICL Conference
Choral Festival in January and State Large Group Competition in May. Voice lessons are
required outside of rehearsal time and focus on vocal technique and musicality. Students are
eligible to participate in several extra-curricular opportunities including larger roles in the Variety
Show and Musical, as well as participating in All-State auditions, a variety of honor choirs, and
Solo and Small Ensemble Contest. Concert Choir members are also eligible to audition for
Chamber Choir, an advanced, extra-curricular ensemble that meets before and after school on
select days. Students’ grades are based upon required attendance at concerts, rehearsals,
lessons, participation, and assessments over their knowledge of current material and musical
concepts.

Band/Instrumental Ensemble
2 Semesters
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Junior High Band or Instructor approval
High School Band is a year long course open to all students in grades 9-12 who have
completed Junior High Band and are wishing to continue to perform instrumentally at the high
school level. The High School Band performs as the following ensembles: Concert Band,
Marching Band, Jazz Band, and Pep Band. The Concert Band performs at the Winter, Pops,
and Spring Concerts, and State Large Group Competition in May.  The Marching Band performs
at home football games and at the State Marching Band competition in October. The Jazz Band
performs at the Pops and Spring Concerts, and one or more festivals during the winter.  The
Pep Band performs at home basketball games. All rehearsals and performances are required.
All students will attend weekly lessons and daily rehearsals.  The students in High School Band
will develop along musical standards and increase their musicianship through the use of quality
music chosen to the abilities of the students.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Traditional Physical Education
2 Semesters (1/2 credit)
Grades: 9,10,11,12
Required for WVHS graduation; 8 semesters with a D or above.
Physical education is designed for the entire student body to promote physical fitness and
recreation both now and in later life. Our program accomplishes this through both individual
sports such as badminton, tennis, table tennis, handball, shuffleboard, weight training, bowling,
and through basic team sports such as football, basketball, volleyball, wrestling and track..  The
basic rules scoring, techniques, and strategies are taught in each activity with the emphasis put
on movement and exercise.  All students are graded daily and must participate to earn a
passing grade.  Requirements to be excused from Physical Education:

● Students in grades nine through eleven may be excused from the physical education
requirement in order to enroll in an academic course not otherwise available to the
student if the board of directors of the school district determine that students from the
school may be permitted to be excused from the physical education requirement.

Bigger Faster Stronger (BFS) Physical Education
2 Semester (1/2 credit)
Grades: 9,10,11,12
An alternative to Traditional Physical Education
Also be known as Better Faster Stronger.  This class is designed to help students build and
maintain their body strength.  The six core body lifts are Towel Bench, Box Squats, Power
Cleans, Deadlift, Bench, and Squats.  BFS includes exercises that will help with agility, speed,
and balance.  The exercises focused on agility, speed, and balance  are: dot drill, jumping rope,
ladder workout, and box jumps.

Health & Fitness
2 Semester (½ credit)
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Health & Fitness is a mix of implementing and creating a workout plan and tracking workouts
with health lessons integrated within.

Health Education
1 Semester
Required for WVHS graduation
Grade: 9,10,11,12
Prerequisite: None
Health is a comprehensive course designed to equip students with the knowledge to maintain
lifetime wellness. This course examines our physical, social, emotional and mental wellness
while studying how our body systems function. Focus is given to addictive substances, family
relations, mental and physical health, infectious diseases and prevention. Course work
highlights current issues, wellness attitudes and career preparation.
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SCIENCE
Physical Science
2 Semesters
Grades: 9
Required for WVHS graduation
Physical Science is the required course for 9th Graders. Physical Science covers topics
involving physics laws and concepts and Earth and space science.  Problem solving skills are
developed in lab activities.  Science and its technological applications are also developed in
each unit.

Biology
2 Semesters
Grades: 10,11,12
Prerequisite: Physical Science – Required for WVHS graduation
This is an introductory course in basic biology. The course is organized to present the study of
biology from simple levels of organization to complex levels. Topics covered include living
systems and energy flow in those systems, cell structure, genetics, evolution, and human
impacts on the environment. This course will include hands-on labs to help the students
understand and master the topics covered. Some Earth and Space science will also be covered
as time allows.

Chemistry
2 Semesters
Grades: 11,12
Prerequisite: Concurrent election or completion of Advanced Algebra
This is an introductory course to basic chemistry. Chemistry includes the basic chemical laws of
nature, the philosophy and types of reasoning employed by chemists; precision in compound
formulas and chemical equations.  After the introduction to atomic theory, chemical bonding, and
chemical equations, students will apply this knowledge in studying selected areas in chemistry;
thermochemistry, stoichiometry, the solution process, ionization, acids and bases. The
Chemistry course is a practical, nonquantitative chemistry course designed for students who
desire an understanding of chemical concepts and applications. This class will focus on how
chemistry affects everyday life.
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Advanced Chemistry
2 Semesters
Grades: 11,12
Prerequisite: Advanced Algebra, Science Department and Counselor Approval
This is an introductory course that introduces chemistry at an advanced level. Chemistry
includes the basic chemical laws of nature, the philosophy and types of reasoning employed by
chemists; precision in compound formulas and chemical equations.  After the introduction to
atomic theory, chemical bonding, and chemical equations, students will apply this knowledge in
studying selected areas in chemistry; thermochemistry, stoichiometry, the solution process,
ionization, acids and bases. This course will cover everything that is covered in Chemistry class,
but at a faster pace which will allow students to dig deeper into the quantitative side of
chemistry, as well as explore other topics that the conceptual course will not cover.

Physics
2 Semesters
Grades: 12
Prerequisites: Geometry, Advanced Algebra
Physics is the study of how mankind through the years, has tried to explain the universe and
how it affects society. Being one of the broadest areas of science, we get into many different
areas. In Physics we combine math(the language of science), experimentation, and research to
logically explain the many wonders we observe.  Good math and individual thinking skills are
practiced and used every day.

Human Anatomy and Physiology
2 Semesters
Grades 11, 12
An activity-based course that investigates the structure and function of the human body. Topics
covered will include the basic organization of the body; biochemical composition; and major
body systems along with the impact of diseases on certain systems. Students will engage in
many topics and competencies related to truly understanding the structure and function of the
human body. Working from the topics of basic anatomical terminology to the biochemical
composition of the human body, all the way into great detail of each of the major systems of the
body, students will learn through reading materials, study guides, unit worksheets, group work,
projects, and labs. High levels of achievement will be in effect. Students will be responsible for
proper use of lab equipment, lab reports, and projects assigned throughout each unit. One of
the goals of this course is to prepare students with the skills necessary to be successful in future
science classes in college.
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Science, Technology, and Society
2 Semesters
Grades: 11,12
Science, Technology, and Society courses encourage students to explore and understand the
ways in which science and technology shape culture, values, and institutions and how such
factors, in turn, shape science and technology. Topics covered may include how science and
technology enter society and how they change as a result of social processes.

Basically, we will research and debate science issues related to everyday life.
Topics will include, but not limited to:

● Water quality regulations, especially regarding agriculture
● Air quality regulations, individual, commercial, industrial
● Scientific research funding and regulation
● Human and animal population control
● Vaccines, medicine, and drug research and regulation
● Resource exploration i.e. fracking, drilling, etc
● Nuclear energy, research, regulation
● Genetically modified foods and organisms
● SETI - search for extraterrestrial intelligence
● Space exploration
● AI - artificial intelligence

Computer Science Principles
1 Semester
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
This course introduces students to the foundational concepts of computer science and
challenges them to explore how computing and technology can impact the world. More than a
traditional introduction to programming, it is a rigorous, engaging, and approachable course that
explores many of the foundational ideas of computing so all students understand how these
concepts are transforming the world we live in.

Horticulture
1 Semester
Grades: 10,11,12
Qualifies for 1 science credit for WV graduation; May not qualify for college admission
requirements (See School Counselor)
The Horticulture curriculum is designed to assist the student in learning about the Horticulture
facet of agriculture. Much time is spent on student directed labs. Areas covered include: plant
identification and care, plant media, plant propagation including areas of biotechnology, wreath
construction, bonsaing, greenhouse management, plant design and flower art design as time
allows. The curricula focuses on updated technologies and is designed to help the student to
understand the industry.
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Conservation
1 Semester
Grades: 10,11,12
Qualifies for 1 science credit for WV graduation; May not qualify for college admission
requirements (See School Counselor)
The Conservation of Natural Resources curriculum is to assist the student in developing an
appreciation for our natural environmental resources. The course focuses on wildlife, air, water,
soil, forestry, fish, and land use.  The course allows students to complete individual projects as
well as team projects while investigating the area around them.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
United States History
2 Semesters
Grades: 9, 10
Required for WVHS graduation
This course begins chronologically at approximately 1865. Proceeding at a quick pace the
students will look at the major events that shaped America today.  There is a longer look at the
two World Wars and the events and developments in between. Events of the 20th century are
stressed. The class involves the usage of media, outside sources, and speakers if feasible.

World History I
1 Semester
Grades: 11,12
This course or World History II is required for WVHS graduation
Using the textbook as a guide, and additional sources, such as the internet, speakers, media,
and activity, this course attempts to discover the far reaching past of the beginning of
humankind.  The course begins with a brief look at the ancient civilizations that have paved the
way for their own modern development.  The civilizations to be looked at include Romans,
Greeks, Chinese, Mongols, and the Islamic Empire.

World History II
1 Semester
Grades: 11,12
This course or World History I is required for WVHS graduation
This class is similar to Ancient World History, but looks at more contemporary issues, such as
the Middle Ages, Industrial Revolution, the two World Wars (from a non-American point of view),
and looks at detailed events that have shaped the globe within the last 50 years.  The growth of
people and ideas are stressed.

United States Government
1 Semester
Grades:11/12 (10th with instructor approval)
Required for WVHS graduation
In this course students will learn about the many people, institutions, and processes that make
up the government of the United States.  The executive, legislative, and judicial branches will be
examined in detail, including the Constitution. Special attention will be given to voting and
campaigning, civics, and the court system. The course will also study the development of the
government of the state of Iowa.
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Contemporary World Issues
1 Semester
Grades: 9,10 (11th and 12th Grade with Instructor/Counselor approval)
This course will look at our changing society at home and abroad.  The curriculum will feature all
forms of media and discussion about the events that are transforming our world. Open
discussions of topics that affect our local, state, and national views will be used and debated.
Outside sources, speakers, and a possible field trip highlight the class.

World Geography
1 Semester
Grades: 9,10 (11th and 12th Grade with Instructor/Counselor approval)
The class focuses upon the physical aspects of the world, such as natural disasters and
weather patterns, then using activities both online and in class, compares them to the changing
world outside.  A further look at the seven continents and the people upon them follows.  The
class is a modern look at Geography, using the tools of a Geographer, and the careers available
to those interested serve as an ending to the semester.

Psychology
1 Semester
Grades: 11,12
Prerequisite: Instructor/counselor approval
Psychology, the study of the human mind, focuses upon the ever-changing aspects and thought
processes of the mind.  This is a general overview of the people involved in Psychology are
looked at, with future glimpses at life, learning, motivation, memory, and development.  The
course finishes with a detailed look at mental illness and the treatments.  One of the highlights is
a field trip to experience over what has been studied.

Sports Psychology
1 semester
Grades: 10, 11 (Instructor approval required)
This is an introductory course into the field of sport and exercise psychology. In this course
students will examine the origins of sport and exercise psychology, several key applications for
performance enhancement, and the latest, up to date research in the field of sport and exercise
psychology. Students will do this through discussion, research, class lecture, and guest
speakers. Mastery of the content will be assessed through the students’ opportunity to create
their own individual research projects to show mastery in the content.
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Sociology
1 Semester
Grades: 11,12
Prerequisite: Instructor/counselor approval
The class will focus upon people and how they interact and behave, and how culture is created.
Special attention to social institutions like sports, music, social inequality, and the workplace.
Open class discussions are required.  A major topic of Sociology is the deviant behavior and the
aspect of crime. Media, open forums, guest speakers and field trips highlight the class.  Both
Sociology and Psychology are recommended for students enrolling in a liberal arts college
major.

Economics
1 Semester
Grade: 11,12
Prerequisite: None
This is an introductory course to college level economics and it is recommended for students
who plan to pursue their education/career in business and accounting. Units include:
Distribution of Income, Unemployment, Monetary Policy, Measurement of Economic Activity,
The Labor Market, International Trade, Less-Developed Countries, Private Sector/Public Sector,
Less-Developed Countries.
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Foreign Language
If a student fails the second semester of a year course the student will be expected to re-enroll
in the first semester the following year to review the curriculum.  General credit will be given for
the retake.

Spanish I
2 semesters
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12
Spanish 1 is a course for students who have had little or no previous Spanish. During the first
year of Spanish students develop skills in the four components of communication: listening,
speaking, writing and reading. This course opens a new world to students as they learn about
geography, daily life, such as, school and leisure activities, culture and customs in the
Spanish-speaking world.

Spanish II
2 semesters
Grades: 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Spanish I
Students who have successfully completed Spanish 1 and who desire more advanced skills are
encouraged to continue their language development by enrolling in this course. While studying
the language, students also continue learning about life in the Spanish-speaking world.
Students broaden their vocabulary and build on knowledge of grammatical structure. Speaking
and listening skills are emphasized.

Spanish III
2 semesters
Grades: 11, 12
Prerequisite: Spanish I and II
During the third year of Spanish, students continue to develop both oral and written
self-expression to a higher degree. Many skills learned in earlier courses are improved. This
course is designed for students to use and develop Spanish communication skills and also
develops a better understanding of history, literature and culture of Hispanic people.

Spanish IV
2 semesters
Grades: 12
Prerequisite: Spanish I, II, and III
Spanish IV emphasizes proficiency in all areas of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. This
level refines the proficiency the students already have. Students have a chance to develop their
skills, to be expressive and creative in their thoughts, and to be informative and persuasive to
others.
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POST-SECONDARY COURSES
Review the requirements on page 2 of this booklet.
The following  are the most common post-secondary courses that are typically offered either
through Hawkeye Community College (on line), Northeast Iowa Community College (RAMS
Center Oelwein), or on the Wapsie Valley Campus. Other courses are available, but may not be
transferable. Any student considering taking these courses must follow the guidelines as
outlined on page two of this booklet. It is required to conference with the counselor.  Beware that
the scheduling may not work out to the student’s advantage or liking. The lists are subject to
change. The counselor will make every effort possible to inform students and parents of
changes. It is vital that interested students follow the deadlines that are required by the
community colleges. The deadlines will be published in the newsletter, at the counselor’s web
page, and outside the counselor’s office.

Hawkeye Community College – Concurrent taught @ WVHS

ENG105 Composition I Credits 3
Composition I develops students' writing skills by emphasizing fluency, organization, the use of
supporting details, and research techniques. Writing is approached as a recursive process that
includes prewriting strategies, drafting, revising, and editing. The course helps students define a
sense of audience and purpose in their writing. Prerequisite(s): Appropriate COMPASS writing
placement score (65) or equivalent.

ENG106 Composition II Credits 3
Composition II aims to review and extend writing principles learned in Composition I to
analytical, argumentative, and research-based writing. This course emphasizes critical reading,
evaluation, and precise source citation. Prerequisite:ENG105

LIT101 Introduction to Literature Credits 3
This course is designed to introduce students to three genres of literature: short story, poetry,
and drama. It will emphasize understanding both the possibilities and the limitations of various
types of literature, willingness to share interpretations, relate awareness of literary structure of
his/her analysis of selected literary pieces,. Prerequisite: ENG105

WBL105 Exploring Careers: Business, Finance, Marketing, and Management   Credits 3
CAPS(Center for Advanced Professional Studies)
Offered both Fall and/or Spring semesters: Grades 11 and 12
CAPS is a collaboration between business, community and education to provide students with
professional experiences while developing the local workforce. The cornerstones of the program
are innovation, problem solving, career exploration, and professional skills. Students work
outside of the high school and are fully immersed into a professional environment where they
work on value added projects from businesses and organizations throughout the Cedar Valley
and beyond. Our mission at CAPS is to prepare all students for their purpose. Student
associates work off campus for 2 hours a day, every day of the week.
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Hawkeye Community College – Online
See school counselor for available courses.

Northeast Iowa Community College RAMS Center Concurrent Classes

BIO248 Introduction to Bioscience Credits 3
Prerequisites: Compass Algebra score of 21 or ACT math score of 18.
Explores the expanding field of biotechnology and how it impacts science and society. Examines
fundamental biological, chemical, and mathematical principles as they apply to biotechnology.

BIO165/BIO167 Human Anatomy and Physiology I with Lab Credits 4
Prerequisites: One year of high school biology or chemistry with a “C” average.
Introduces the structure and function of the human body, beginning with a study of the
molecular, cellular and tissue levels, and continuing on to selected organ systems.
Experimentation in microscopy and dissection with emphasis on the atomic, cellular, tissue, and
organ system levels.

BIO170/BIO172 Human Anatomy and Physiology II with Lab Credits 4
Prerequisite: Minimum grade of C in BIO165/BIO167.
Continues the study of structure and function of the human body introduced in Human Anatomy
and Physiology I. Laboratory experimentation with emphasis on neurophysiology, respiratory
physiology, lymphatic and immune functions, digestive physiology, and cardiovascular
physiology.

BCA112 Introduction to Data Processing Credits 3
Presents a broad view of data processing topics, and emphasizes the impact of the computer
on our society. While significant class time is devoted to understanding concepts, students
receive practical application experience in the labs.

BCA212 Introduction to Computer Business Applications Credits 3
An overview of application software concepts through hands-on exercises. Stresses practical
use of spreadsheet, word processing, database, graphic programs, and integration.

CIS125 Introduction to Programming Logic Credits 3
Introduces programming using Visual Basic Net. Provides experience and practice in designing
and writing a variety of programs.

CIS142 Computer Science Credits 3
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Prerequisite: CIS125
The fundamentals of the C++ programming language in a Graphic user Interface (GUI)
environment. Applications will be developed and modified to reinforce concepts of the C++
programming language.

SPC112 Public Speaking
An introductory course emphasizing actual speaking experience with practice in choosing
subjects, analyzing audiences, and preparing and delivering a variety of extemporaneous
speeches.

EGT193 Introduction to Engineering Design
Prerequisite:  Accuplacer Math Test required for this course: Score of 21-Algebra
This course teaches problem-solving skills using a design development process.  Models of
product solutions are created, analyzed and communicated using solid modeling
computer-aided design software.  Students successfully completing this class have the option of
paying for and receiving college credit at Iowa State University or University of Iowa upon
passing a competency test.

EGT108 Principles of Engineering
Prerequisite:  Accuplacer Math Test required for this course: Score of 21-Algebra
A course that helps students understand the field of engineering/engineering technology.
Exploring various technology systems and manufacturing processes help students learn how
engineers and technicians use math, science and technology. Students successfully completing
this class have the option of paying for and receiving college credit at ISU or U of I on passing a
competency test.

ELT317 Digital Electronics
Prerequisite: Accuplacer Math Test required for this course: Score of 21-Algebra
This course is designed to teach you about applied logic, which introduces you to the basics of
electronics and digital systems - the building blocks to many products you use.   Computer
simulation software is used to design and test digital circuitry prior to actually constructing them
in order to see if the circuits work.
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